Local Economies Stand to Lose More than $13 Billion Due to Early
Cancellation of Enhanced Unemployment Benefits
As evidenced by the most recent Employment Situation report from the Bureau of Labor
Statistics (BLS), millions of Americans have yet to return to work, despite growing numbers of
job openings. Unemployment Insurance (UI) has played an important role in the recovery by
stabilizing consumption and keeping jobseekers from dropping out of the labor force entirely.
Studies have documented that, following a job loss, food or nondurable consumption declines
between 6 and 9 percent. Once UI benefits are exhausted, similar consumption can drop by up to
12% on average. By ensuring that, even after a job loss, covered workers can continue to fulfill
their basic subsistence needs (e.g. rent, food, medications, etc.), UI provides liquidityconstrained displaced workers with the breathing room they need to find a better-paying job that
matches their skills, experience and family demands.
Despite UI’s measurable role in stabilizing consumption and supporting struggling households,
some are claiming – without sufficient evidence – that UI benefits are suppressing
reemployment. Claims of worker scarcity are largely anecdotal and not supported by national
data. If a widespread labor shortage were holding back job recovery, employment data would
show large payroll gains and accelerating wage growth. This pattern is not showing up across
sectors. JP Morgan recently weighed in, stating that early cancellation of enhanced
unemployment benefits is “tied to politics, not economics.” Even proponents of the claim that UI
is driving labor shortages admit that there is insufficient evidence to support such claims. Jobs
growth likely continues to be held back by concerns about the virus.
Despite the lack of evidence that the enhanced UI benefits are holding back employment, 25
states have made plans to end the emergency UI provisions in the CARES Act (Federal
Pandemic Unemployment Compensation – FPUC, Pandemic Unemployment Assistance – PUA
and Pandemic Emergency Unemployment Compensation – PEUC) more than seven weeks
before the September 5 statutory expiration of the program. Twenty-one states will end all three
programs (FPUC, PUA and PEUC) while four (Alaska, Arizona, Florida and Ohio) will only end
the $300/week, federally-funded boost to unemployment compensation (FPUC). Early
cancellation of FPUC alone will impact more than 2.7 million claims on average every week until
September 5.
We estimate that, weekly, the premature termination of FPUC alone will take over $816 million
from UI beneficiaries and their families on average (see table for complete state-by-state
breakdown). These numbers, while rough estimates, nonetheless probably understate the extent
of the economic loss caused by this decision. By ending these programs early, states are refusing
billions of already appropriated federal dollars that could be spent in local groceries, restaurants,
and retail shops.
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The earlier that states prematurely cut off FPUC, the more money their local economies stand to
lose. Estimates of the multiplier effect of UI find every $1 in UI generates $1.61 in local
spending. Based on this multiplier, localities around the country will miss out on more than $13
billion flowing back into their economies from FPUC-related spending from June 19 to
September 5. This estimate does not include the amounts lost to early cancellation of
PUA/PEUC, underscoring that the loss to local economies as a result of early termination will far
exceed the $13 billion estimate.
Cutting benefits early in order to push people into jobs that don’t work for them (e.g. pay too
little, endanger their health, are not geographically proximate, etc.) risks reducing demand in
local economies, foregoing the potential for future better earnings and ultimately constricting the
economic recovery from the coronavirus recession.
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Complete table on PEUC/PUA share of claims
Rows are labeled based on which programs are ending early. Rows highlighted red show states
where all three pandemic UI programs (FPUC, PEUC and PUA) will end early. Rows
highlighted in yellow designate states where only FPUC will end early. White rows denote the
states where all three pandemic UI programs will continue until their statutory expiration on
September 5, 2021.
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Complete table on losses from FPUC early cancellation
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